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PREFACE 

Thls report describes field studies Qn_the attenuation. of light ·by falling ~now con- ' 
ducted during two winters (1964-65 and 1965-66) at the Cold ~gions Research and Eng
ineering Laboratory (CRREL) field facility at Lebanoo. Regional AirP<>rt, New Hampshire. 

The investigation was conducted by Harold -w. O'Brien, Research Physicist, Phys
ical Sciences Branch, CRREL, within the Scope of Project 23C. 'fhe project was ini
tially under the general supervision of Dr. _R.W. Gerdel, Chief; Environmental Research 
Branch, and Mr. James A. Bender, Chief, Research Division. Supervision at the time of 
project completion was by Dr. Y.C. Yen, Chief, Physical Sciences Branch; and Mr. Bender. 

- . 

SP4 Peter Jones and PVT Reed Cundiff assisted in the collection of field data 
and SP4 Thomas C. Roberts and SP4 Jack D. Russell assisted in the analysis of data. 

The author•wishes to thank Dr. Robert W. Gerdel and Mr. Malcolm Mellor for their 
critical reviews and helpful comments. 

This report was published under DA Task 1T061102B52A02, Research in ~arth 
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by the Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) under Nuclear Weapons Effects Research 
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ABSTRACT 

The attenuation of visible light by falling snow was studied by making simultaneous 
attenuation measurements and snow concentration measurements. The attenuation coeffi
cient was calculated from photometric measurements and from visual observations. Snow 
concentration in the air was evaluated by two methods:· from Formvar replicas collected 
during the snowfall, and by mass accumulation of snow in collecting pans. 

The snowflakes were arbitrarily classified ~Y crystal types according to their esti
mated fall velocity. It was found that the correlation between extinction. coefficient (at
tenuation) and snow concentration was generally much higher by types than· when all snow
flakes were considered together regardless· of" crystal components and degree of riming! 
Two types, apparently improperly classified, displayed lower correlations than the over
all group. 

When no fog is present during the snowfall, the experimental results coincide well 
with attenuation theory if a reasonable correction is applied to the values obtained in the 
measurement of snowflake diameters. · 

Measur~ments of mass flux indicate that for a given intensity the attenuation caused 
by snow is an order of magnitude greater than that caused by the. same mass flux of rain. 



AftENUATION OF VISIBLE LIGHT BY FALLING SNOW 

by 
Harold W. O.'Brien 

INTRODUCTION 

A study of the attenuation of light by falling snow requires not only measurements of the 
electromagnetic energy, but a quantitative evaluation of the type, size, and concentration of snow 
particles in the atmosphere at the time of the electromagnetic measurements. Both aspects of the 
investigation are complicated by the physical nature of snowflakes. The literature abom1ds with 
information, theoretical and experimental, on the subject of1ight attenuation_ by opaque and trans
lucent objects of regular shape. However, stringent conditions such as the neglect of all but first 
order scattering have been imposed, with the result that most of the present theories of attenuation 
are applicable only in a limited sense to such complex configurations and composites .of reflection 
and transmission as ~nowfiakes. 

Because of the complex.and varia~le configurations of snowflakes, and the extremely high 
scattering coefficient during:snowfalls, it seems futile to attempt a highly theoret-ical treatment of 
the subject at this time. This project was designed to establish empirical relationships which might 
improve understanding of the problem of the attenuation of light by falling snow. 

The field measUrements were made during the winter months from January 1965* through March 
1966, at the Lebanon Regional Airport, New Hampshire. 

INITIAL. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The following paragraphs outline the standard theoretical concepts underlying the measure
ments and analyses performed in this study. Development of concepts as they relate to this study 
is included in later discussions of methods and results. 

Light attenuation by particles 

From the electromagnetic theory of light attenuation (Middleton, 1952) the scattering coeffi
cient, b, for monodisperse aerosols is given by 

1.> 

b = NKrr:r2 (1) 

where N is the number of particles and r is the radius of the particles. K, the scattering- area ratio 
of the particles, is defined as the ratio of extinction cross section, or effective scattering area of 

_ a particle, to the geometric cross section of the particle. 

For particles that are small compared to snow crystals, the scattering area ratio depends on 
the particle size and the wavelength of light (Born and Wolf, 1964). As particle size increases, the 
value of K tends toward a value of 2 (Born and Wolf, 1964; Gumprecht and Sliepcevich, 1953 and 
Middleton, 1952). 

For polydisperse particles the scattering coefficient must be evaluated by summation of scat
tering areas of individual particles: 

,D 

b = L Ni~ rrr/. (2) 
i=l 

*During the winter of 1964-o5, the research site received 35% less snowfall than normal (Bates, in prep.) .. 
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If the energy absorbed by the particles is n~gliglble comp~ed to that scattered by the particles, 
then the attenuation coefficient, a, may be .considered equal to the ·scattering coefficient: 

. ' : ~ . . 

ll 

a= L: N.K.11r.2. 
1 J J 

(3) 
i=l 

Basis of attenuation meter measurements 

The following discussion is b~sed upon personal corre~pondence· and papers published by Dr. 
S.Q. Duntley of the Visibility Laboratory, Scripps Institution of Oceanography. 

The attenuation coefficient, a, is the reciprocal of the att~noation length, L, -which may be . 
defined: 

(4) 

where Tis the beam transmittance of a path of length x. Considering an infinite homogeneous path 
divided into increments. of length dx, ·the contribution. dB q of one increment of path will be 

or 

dB 
q 

00 

TB dx 
'* 

where B '* is the luminance of any unit length of the path. 

and 

Since the path is homogeneous, B will not vary with x and _ .. 
00 

B B.,. f e-x/L dx == LB q * 0 

B 
L 9 

= 
B .. 

B . * .. 
0 = . 

8 
q 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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Contrast reduction and visual range (Duntiey, 1948. and Middleton, 1952) 

The inherent contrast of an object, C , may be defined by the equation . 0 

Bo - B'o 

8' 0 

3, . 

(10) 

where 8 0 is the luminance of the object. close at hand and B•0 is the background lum'fnance of the 
object close. at hand. Similarly, the apparent contrast, CR., of an object at distance R _is 

(11) 

where BR is the lu~inance ·or the object at distance R and B'R the background l~minance of the. 
object.at distance R. . . 

It can also be shown that · 

(
B' ) -

CR = CO 8': .. e-aR 
(12) 

where R represents the horizontal distance, R, and a is the attenuation (or "extinction") coel"ficient. 

The visual range, V, may be defined as that distance at which the apparent contrast, C R, of 
an object is equal to (, the liminal contrast appropriate to the field luminance and the angular 
dimensions of the object (Middleton, 1952). If C0 is t_he i.nherent contrast of the object 

(13) 

therefore 

v 
( ~) log 0 l:ol. (14) 

or 

a (15) 

Transmissometer theory, Pritchard photometric method 

In the two-distance telephotometer method, a baseline is established on an arbitrary azimuth 
from the telephotometer and a light source is alternately located at one of two distances along this 
baseline. Measurements of transmitted light are made along each of these two path lengths (D1 and 
D2). The transmittance of the path difference (T 

2 
_ 

1
) is 

W2D~ 

W1Pi 
(16) 
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\vhere W 1 and W2 are proportional to the amount of light received by the telephotometer at distances 
D1 and D2 respectively. Then 

a 
loge(T2- T1) 

D2- D1 
(17) 

In the one-distance method, useful only for meteorological ranges of about % mile or less; 
the transmittance of the single path employed is equal to the W 1 obtained in the presence of 
attenuating particles divided by W 0, the value obtained at the same separation in clear air. 

Terminal velocity of snowflakes 

- The terminal velocity, vt, of an obje_ct falling in air may be determined by equating the force 
of gravity, F G (eq 18), acting on the particle with the drag foree, F D (eq 19), created by inter
action of the particle with the air through which it passes (eq 20). 

where 

FD 6 1T 11 Q_ v ( C Re ) 
2 24 

2 

.v 
4(ps - Pa)d g 

t 311 C Re 

d characteristic dimension of the particle 

v = instantaneous velocity of the particle 

Ps 

g 

Re 

coefficient of viscosity of air 

density of the particle 

density of air 

ac~celeration due to gravity 

Reyn~~ds number 

C = drag coefficient. 

The kinematic viscosity of air. v, is defined by 

and the Reynolds number by 

vd 
R.e = _t_. 

Jl 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(2i) 

(22) 
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.METHODS OF -MEASUREMENT-: LIGHT ATTENUATION 

Duntley (Scripps Institution) attenuation meter 
- -

. During dayHghthours, attenuation- measmements were made with an attenuatio-n n1eterdesigri
ed at the Visibility Laboratory of the Scripps Instituhon of Oc~anography under the direction of 
Dr. S.Q. Duntley, and'constr'ucted ·by U.S. Army Snow, Ice and Permafrost Research Establishment. 
The instrument is designed to measme· two photometric quantities simultaneously.- The attenuat1on 
meter' may be- seen in 'Figure 1 (labeled AM). One photometer (which shall be called photometer 1 fot· 
convenience) measures the "equilibrium luminance," B q , of an infinite quasi-homogeneous path of· 
sight. This is accomplished by having the photometer monitor the luminance of a very narrow field of 
view of the horizon sky. The actual approach·to the ideal condition of an "infinite" and "homoge
neous" p-ath depends upon various factors such as the angle of elevation of the field of View above 
the horizon, and local weather conditions. Obvi?usly the longest practical path through an atmos
_phere of reasonable homogeneity is obtained when the viewing path is set as -low as possible above 
the horizon. However, for practical purposes the "fnfinite homogeneous path'' shall be defined hEn·e 
as ''a path over which· the atmosphere may- be considered hon10geneous to a distance equivalent t~ · 
3.912 times the attenuation le~gth~" In other words~ ~cause· of' atmospheric scatter~ng, the output 
of photometer 1 is decreasingly influenced, in exponentialfashion~ by the luminance of increments of 
path further from the photometer' uritil a path length is reached beyond which the homogeneity, or lack 
of it, ceases to be a significant factor. The distance of 3. 912 times the attenuation length is sug
gested as a possible appropriate rule-of-thumb minimum length of homogeneity for satisfactory 
measurements of attenuation, since this value is equivalent to the "meteorological range" or the 
path length required to obtain contrast transmission of 2% (frequently accepted as' 'the visibility'') 
(Middleton, 1952). 

Photometer 2 measures the "path function," B *, or luminance of a unit length of path. This 
is accomplished by aligning the "sight" path of photometer 2 through a. 9L--l-cm gap, into a well 
baffled and nearly perfect "black" hole. 

- -

- · . Both photometers are aligned· on the same axis and have their paths in the same direction. 
From these measurements of B * and B q' the attenuation length L can be evaluated by eq 8. 

Both photometers 1 and 2 have calibrated logarithmic outputs. Consequently, connecting the 
output voltages in series opposition electrically performs the subtraction 

log Bq ~ log 8* = log L. (23) 

The instrument can be calibrated for any reasonable range of attenuation length and the out
put readily converted to attenuation coefficient, transmittance, or meteomlogical range. 

During the\vinter. of 196~~65_the instrument was calibrated. for 161m to.16l km. Obviously 
the probability- of obtaining a homogeneous. path 161 km iri iength is nonexistent, but the range of 
primary interest was from a few meters to about 10 kilometers. The minimum calibration of 161m 
was. not a restrictive one; -it was possible to measure attenuation lengths shorter than this but they 
were indicated as negative values on the output recorder. 

. The principal problem of operation of the attenuation meter duringthis period was that each 
snowflake which passed through the unit path of photometer 2 caused a distinct ''blip'' on the 
recorder trace. With moderate to heavy snow flux density, the trace became about 2 em wide and 
irregular. However, it was found that drawing a smooth line along the margin of the trace and 
approxfmately equating the areaof the severed blipsto the area gained between blips gave good 
agreement with meteorological range observations. Subsequently, an electrical filter was devised . 
which smoothed the trace considerably arid improved the interpretation of the data. 
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In the latter part of the 1965-66 field season, the readings of the attenuation meter began to 
drift away from·those determined·. by other methods.· ... Th~ ,drift was so insidious, it went unnoticeq 
for several snoWfalls~ When the drlft· was noted, it was thought to b~ caused by oxidation of the 
flat black paint in the attenuation meter light baffles. It was hoped tha~ a correqtion could be 
determined from total hemispherical radiation data which had been continuously· recorded during 
the winter. However, aft~r. the baffles .were r,eblacke.ned. attempts to recalibrate ·the attenuation 
ineter disclo~ed ~leqtron:lc failure in· one photometer.: Although the recorded values of attenuation 

o • I .•, • •• : • -\ • 

· .. made during the progressive failure of ~he photometer were not valid, the trend of the trace was 
· ·.· · ~~ry' useful in interpolating values of meteorological range obtained by visual methods. For 

• ·instance, it permitted interpolation of meteorological ranges at distances between the fixed target 
distances used in visual observations. Since the attenuation meter was continuously recording it 

, was also used to interpolate meteorological range between times of visual observations. · 

"Meteorologtcal.range" observations 

The reference points used in making visual observations of the meteorological range are 
l~sted in Table .I and shown in Figure 1. The reference .Points consisted mostly of wooded hill-

. sides having some areas of leafless hardwood trees and large clumps of conifers. Measureme·nts 
.were made of the contrast between var:ious wooded areas and the horizon on a very clear day. The 
inherent contrast.of these areas was. calculated from the following considerations: from eq 12,the 
apparentcontrast.of the same object at two different distances, Rl and R2 is 

c ' 
Rl (

B• ) ·-C . __ o_ e-aRl 
0 B!R . , 

c . = C . _.o_ e~ a R 2. (
8' ) -

R2 0 B' . . , R 

(24) 

(25) 

From eq 10, 11, and 12, assuming a homogeneous .atmosphere and approximately horizontal line of 
vision, it follows that: 

1 (26) 

Figure 1. ·usA CRREL fielq laciUty at Lebanon Airport, N·.H., showing southern horizon ·and tar-
. get p~ints listed in Table. I. 
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Tabie;l~ Reference: points used in making_ visual observations of meteorological'range~-. 
USA CRREL field facility, Lebanon Regional Airport, _N;H. (43<?37'35''N, 72° 18'23' '.E. elev; 171m): · 

. Refere~c.e point' 

.Hill 1A /. 
. Hill 1B 
House on Farnum Hill 
Colby Hill (2) 

. 1.Hil1 3 
. Hill 4 

Hill 5 
Mt. Finish 
Row C 
Row X 
PointY 
Point Z 

rrue b~aring* 
(de g) 

134 
. _148 

165 . 
175 
186 
204. 

217 
155 

*Add 15 degrees for magnetic bearing. 

R R 

C C --aR2 
R2 = oe · 

D.is.tance · · 
(m) 

1060 
1530 
840 

7280 
2340 
1000 

. 1320 
1610 
530 
270 
240 
154 

Elevation · 
.(m) 

' 262 
274 
221 
410 
226 
219 
262 
293 
177 
174 
174 
171 

. (27) 

(28) 

(29) 

7 

For wooded hillsides in dead of winter, mostly leafless ltardwood trees with a few conifers: 

(10) 

is actually unknown since all objects are at a considerable distance. 

(11) 

is determinate for· two very similar objects at approximate~y the same· time for different distances, 
and since · · · 

(28) 

and 

C e-aR2 
0_ . (29) 
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ea(R2- Rl),. (30) 

a - 1 lo . R 1 . . [c ] 
--: 'R2 - R 1 g e C R 

2 

(31) 

Then C 
0 

may be determined from C 0 = C R/ e-aR 

and 

(
. ) c J e-R 1 . log R 1 
R 2- Rl . e C R 2 

(32) 

The inherent contrast, C0 , was found to vary considerably froin are:a to area; This was 
expected, because of the dependence of C0 on the nature of the cover, the elevation angle and, 
for areas of lower inherent contrast, on the sky brightness. However, the dark areas of conifers 
exhibited a rather consistent inherent contrast of about -0.94. In making visual determinations at 
approximately the limit of "visibility" in daylight, with a bright background, these areas of great
est contrast are considerably more significant than areas of low contrast (e.g. C

0 
of approximately 

-0.4 for some areas of bare hardwood trees). These areas are the first to be discerned during in
creasing visibility and the last to fade during decreasing visibility. For this reason, the value of 
inherent contrast used in these calculations involving visibility observations is 

c0 = -0.94 (33) 

and the attenuation coefficient is calculated from eq 15. 

The appropriate value of t: is a controversial subject which is discussed at length by 
Midd~eton (1952). However, the targets in this instance were well known to observers and the 
criterion of detection rather than recognition is implicit; therefore the widely accepted value of 
t: = -0.02 seems quite appropriate. 

Pritchard photometric method 

. Measurements lWere made at night using the Pritchard photometric two-distance and one
distance methods previously described~ 

In both methods a baseline is established with a narrow-beam light source (projector) at one 
end of the baseline facipg a telephotometer at the other end. The Pritchard photometer and pro~ 
jector ·are easiiy aligned due to the nature of the optical arrangements in both photometer and 
projector. In each, a straight-through light path passes through a mirror aperture. The light from 
the area surrounding the aperture is reflected onto a viewing mirror providing a line of sight which· 
is coaxial with the optical axis of the instrument. In the telephotometer, a series of mirrors with 
various aperture diameters allows variation of the angular dimension of the field. Apertures in
cluded 30', 15', and 6' angular fields. The telephotometer is also supplied with several neutral 
density filters for increasing the range of t~e instrument and both horizontal and vertical sheet 
polarizers. Filters are also incorporated so that the spectral response of the instrument may. be 
varied~ These include filters for providing spectral sensitivity equivalent to 
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1) The human eye, 

2) The x function of the tristimulus calorimetric system, and 

3) The y function of the tristimulus calorimetric system. 

Calculations. were· made using eq 16 and 17. 

The results of the Pr-itchard rpethod_were quite disappointing. The principal problem was 
that during the time required for a set of observations (usually 3 to 10 min):, the nux density of 
snowflakes and consequently the light attenuation often changed noticeably. Another problem 
was that although a photometer entrance angle of approximately 30 ~ is acceptable undBr most 
atmospheric conditions, the scattering of visible light during a h~avy' snowfall is so great that 
with entrance angles as small as 15 ~ or even 6' the calculated transmittances frequently exceed 
100%! This is presumably due to the reception of multiple scattered light by the telephotometer. 
It is possible that a detailed analysis of the photometric data might disclose a valid relation
ship between the distorted transmittance values and the atmospheric concentration of snow, but 
this problem 1ies outside the scope of the present study. Thus the value of night measurements 
was negat~d and only daytime snowfalls are included in the final analysis of results. 

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT: ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION OF SNOWFLAKES 

To relate the degree of light attenuation to an_ identifiable quantity of snow in the atmos-

9 

- phere, measurements and calculations were made to determine the flux densl:ty and the concentra
tion of snowflakes at the time of attenuation observations. By measuring the size distribution and 
accumulat-ion rate of snowflakes during a snowfall, one may calculate the nux density and atmos
pheric mass concentration of snowflakes, provided that the terminal fall velocity and mass of each 
snowflake can be measured or estimated with reasonable accuracy. 

Replication method 

Determining the size distribution and accumulation rate was relatively simple. Glass plates 
(1 in. x 3 in. microscope slides and 3% in. x 4 ih. glass plates) were coated by immersionin a 3% 
solution of Formva:r in ethylene dichloride. The glass plates and the Formvar solution were stored 
under cover at ambient atmospheric temperature. At the time of observation a set of 1 to 5·plates 
was exposed to the weather,- allowing snow to fall-on the Formvar coated surface. Plates .were 
held horizontal in quietly falling snow, whereas during periods of light wind some-- plates were held 
horizontal and others were held perpendicular to the apparent trajectory of the blown snowflakes. 
Winds of more than a few knots made the reliability of this type of sampling .highly questionable. 
Although sampling was usually conducted during all conditions of snowfall, samples obtained during 
strong winds and/or heavy gusts were generally disregarded or accorded less significance in the 
analysis of the data. 

. . . . 

The duration of exposure varied from 3 seconds to over 2 minutes, depending upon the nux 
density of the snowflakes. After exposure the plates were stored in a protected location at ambi
ent temperature for several days before being cataloged and filed in special file boxes. 

. At a later date the slides were photographed. The technique used was simple but effective . 

. ·The glass plates were placed in special plate holders and inserted in a photographic enlarger. 
The image of each sample (magnified approximately 8 times) was pr_ojected on a large sheet of 
DuPont Cronafiex matte projection film~ The resulting photographic' "negatives" w~re highly 
satisfactory for measuring and counting the snowflake images on a Leitz TGZ-3 particle size 
analyzer. The maximum dimension;_ D, of each snowflake was measured partly because there were 
thousands of snowflakes to be ·measured and this was the simplest measurement to make, but largely 
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because of the earlier work in which this. dimension was used (Nakaya, 1954; Magono, 1951; 1953; 
an·d 1954a). From these measurements, and knowing the time and area of collection, the numerical 
flux density and accumulation rate of the snowflakes were easily determine~. 

The mass flux density and the atmospheric concentration of snow particles ·are not so readily 
determined from replica measurements, but may be calculated if the terminal velocity and mass of 
each snowflake are known. 

Mass accumulation method 

Snow accumulation measurements were also made by placing shallow pans in ~xposed areas 
for periods of about 5 to 30 minutes. The pans were then collected' and the depth of snow meas
ured. The snow was melted and placed in sealed bottles f~r later determination of the water 
equivalent ·by weighing. · 

. In the laboratory, pan samples were analyzed by weighing ·the melt and determining the mean 
mass flux during the sa.mpling period. 

ANALYSIS OF SNOW SAMPLES 

Terminal velocity of snowflake~ 

The terminal velocities of snowflakes have been studied by Nakaya (19E4), Magono (1951, 
1953, 1954a, b), Magono and Nakainura (1965), Itoo, Yano, and Hama (1953)~ Langleben (1954), 
Litvinov (1956), Fujiwara (1957)~ ·and Lumb (1961). 

Unfortunately, the value of much of th1s early work is reduced by such shortcomings as the 
failure to microscopically verify and specifically classify the structure of the snowflakes, and/or 
questionable assumptions as to the drag coefficient for the snowf1ake type. The number of stmc
tural types and subtypes into which snowflakes may be classified is almost infinite but a more 
definitive specification of crystal types and amount of cloud droplet attachment appears to be . 
required than is afforded by the currently used terms rimed or unrimed, which are hardly adequate 

· to describe the· commonly occurring varieties of. snowflakes. 

It appears that most of the theoreti.cal and semi-empirical calculations of terminal velocity of 
snowflakes have been based on the assumption of a reasonable approximation between the drag 
coefficient of r.egular smooth surfaced bodies, notably spheres or discs. It is unlikely that. this 
assumption· is correct. Ordinarily, Re = 6 x 104 is estimated to be minimal for turbulent flow by· 
regular surfaces, but boundary-layer waves can be excited by surface roughness (Hoerner, 1958). 
The highly irregular shape of snowflal~es in general suggests the likelihood of very low critical 
Reynolds

1 
numbers which could result in a transition from laminar· boundary layers to turbulent.flow 

even at the ordinary Reynolds nmribers prevailing in such cases (approxima:tely. 10 < Re < 104). The 
relative grain size of crystals with cloud droplE~ts attached, that is', the diameter of the attached 
droplet with respect to the total diame_ter of the snowflake, further suggests the possibility of 
turbulent flow .. The low' 'hissing" noise often associated with falling snow also offers credence 
t~ this hyPothesis. Therefore, it was assumed that the drag coefficient takes the form: 

(34) -

. which is an approximation (within ±2%) of Schoenherr's formula (Hoerner, 1958) whe_n k 1 and k 2 are 
given values of 3..46 and ?·G. respectively. Combining eq 20 and 34 gives 
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(35) 

and substituting ~q 22 in eq 35 

. f4 p - p f· v d. v = . .. 8 
. a dg k log_._t_· -

t 3.. p 1 v 
... " ·. ·: . .•. : '· .·.<1 • .'":. . . ';· ... ~; . . 

•(36) 

Combining constants: 

. (37) 

Since the values of constants k 1 and k2 are known, k3 and k4 can be assigned· numerical values~ 
, However, the relationship of the max~mum snowflake dimension, D, to the characteristic snow

flake dimension, d, is unknown and apparently complex, and since estim~tiOf:1S of (p
8 

- p
3

) appear 
to depend upon D (Magono; 1953),~the form of eq 37 was empirically revised to· . ' 

(38). 

:1nd A, n, a~d Devaluated in the_following manner. · 

All available data on fall velocity of snowflakes vs maximum diameter (mostly from Nakaya, 
1954 and Magono, 1951, i953 and 1954a) were plotted (Fig. 2). From the spread of data points, it 
was obvious that some method of subclassification of snowflakes was desirable. Earlier works, 
previously referenced, indicate the probability that the fall velocity 'of a given size snowflake is 
influenced by the snowflake type, de_ndritic snowflakes tending to have the lowest termi~al velocities. 
Exa111ination of Figure 2showsthatthe periphery ofthe group ofdata points seems to be very regular, 
especially at the lower border of the group. From Magono's work (Magono, 1954a; Magono and 
Nakamura, 1965), it is apparent that the iower portion of the group of data points represents a lesser 
degree of cloud droplet accumulation (''non-rimed") and the upper portion a greater degree of cloud 
droplet accumulation ("rimed,.). It s.eems likely, therefore, that the spread of the data points is due, 
in part at least, to the degree of cloud droplet accumulation. It was reasonably assumed that the lower 
periphery of the group represents the minimum condition of riming whereby the snowflakes have. no 

· cloud droplets attached. Further, from Langleben's discussion of .. wet" or "dry" snowflakes, it 
is apparent that the. ··wetness'.' of the flakes influences the fall velocity and that the minirnum fall 
velocity for a given size would imply "dry," as well as non-rimed, dendritic snowflakes. 

With D measured in mm for convenienc.e, and Vt ~n em sec- 1
, the empirical values of: 

A -17.6 

B 4.570 

n 1.0 

provide a curve (Fig. 3, Type ·1) which closely approximates the lower limit of t_he data points, and 
is taken as the curve for dry dendritic snowflakes with no cloud droplets attached. · The uppet 
border of thegroup of data points is less well defined, but a noticeable separation exists between 
the data for graupel and the data for non-graupelized snowflakes. From these observations, snow
flakes have been classified, in this. study, into several types (Table II) based on the degree of 
cloud droplet accumulation and on the anticipated influence of' riming, and/or melting, on. the 

'-, 
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Figure 2. Terminal velocity of snowflakes vs snowflake dimension (after Nakaya, 1954, and 
Magono, 1950, 1953) • . 
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Figure 3. 'Empirical curves of term·inal velocity vs maximum snowflake dimension drawn, ·except as 
noted (type 8), from the equation: v t -17 .6Dn(log vtD-4.57). 
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· underlying· crystal structure. The eq\lation for the terminal velocities of: snowflakes of each type 
has been estimated with consideration given to comparisons of fall velocity studies of all pre
viously referenced authors. The categorization is .. ~omewhat arbitrary and subtypes reflect an · 
anticipated sitnilarity in fall velocity·ratlierthansimilarity of component crystals. One purpose · 
for the type classifications .is to obtain interpolated values .of fall velocity which are believed to 
be the most accurate available, in order to calculate atmospheric concentrations. -r 

. . . 

~he value of 8 previously given(B = :4.570) seems to remain constant in the equations for 
all snowflake types. The value of A = ~17.6 appears satisfactory except in the case of graupel. 

. For graupel, the value of A which seems most suitable is twice the value fot other snowflakes. 
That is, for gr.aupel, A = -35.2. 

The mass of snowt1akes, except in the case of graupel and graupelized ·snowflakes,.was 
estimated by equating the fall velocities determined. above with Langleben's equation of fall 
velocities in relation to dw, the equivalent water droplet diameter (Langleben, 1954). Langleben's 
equation ass~mes the relationship · 

where k and'·m are; constants depending on sno~ type .. · Rearranging terms: 

1 

dw ~ c:r·' 

(39) 

(40) 

Values of ~t were introduced from eq 38. Snow types not specifically described by Langleben 
(1954) were interpolated empirically. 

For graupel, the relationship of density to snowflake diameter was evaluated from a least
squares regression performed on a plot of data points published by Magono (1954a: Magono's 
Fig. 5). The equation resulting was 

PG =_ .0463 D· 749 _(41) 

where Dis in mm and Pa ~in g/cm'. :The resulting equation for the equivalent water droplet 
diameter is · 

'(42) 

Table II shows the classification of snowflake types, together with the applicable terminal 
velocity equation, and the equation for estimating the :diameter of the eq\Iivalent water droplet. 
Tabl-e III provides an explanation of abbreviations used~ · · · · · 

Flux density and atmospheric con~ntration 

Using the interpolated values for terminal fall vel~ity and equivalent water -droplet diameter, 
the m~s -nux density and atmospheric· mass· concentration of snowflakes were calculated as 
follows, using values measured from the sample photographs: 
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Type 

l. 

2.1 

2.2 

3 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

'·ATTENUATION OF VISIBLE LIGHT. BY;FALLIN_G SNOW. 

: · De~qripti ~n* 

' ','I)ry~~ de~dr_iti~: 

·CSf 

SAsDP 

. P, CP,. AGP 

~gN, AgND, AgNP 

HSf 

"Fused'' (32F) D 

PGSf (all type.s) 

Wet or PM 

GSf 

G 

Table.ll. Snowflake classification. 

Terminal .velocity · 
. equati~n (D !_j ~m) . 
. . vt (em sec .) = 

-17.6D0· 500 {log vtD- 4.570) 

·~17.6D0~~6~ (log vtD ~4.~70) 

~17.s.D0 ·683 (log vtD- 4 .. 570) 

-l7 .6D0· 757 (lo~ ~tD ~ 4.570) 

-17.6Dl.OOO (log vtD -·4.570). 

-35. 2D 1•03(log v tD - ~- 570). 

' Equivalent water· dropl'et 
. diameter equation 

: ··.d. : (em) ;,; ' 

.. (v /178)V.372 
. .t '.' . . 

(V tf 190) l~ • 30.7 · 

(v ./21G)ti.274 . t . 

<~ ti.~o) 1/.340 

.36D1.25 

*Explanation of descriptive abbreviati.ons is giv;en -in Table I~I. 

G 
G-

PG-

H
C-

SAs 
Sf 

Ag 
·D 

N 
p 

PM 

Table m. Nomenclature of snowflake abbreviations. 

Graupel ( .. soft hail") . 
Graupelized: heavily rimed; original shape partially determinate but 

. questionable · . · · .. . . . . · .· . 
Partially graupelized: origJiiBl shape determinate but cloud droplet 
cover so extensive as to obs.cure parts or original crystal (partially 
rimed) 
Heavily stippled with cloud droplets but crystal. shape obvious 
Partial stippling with cloud droplets; original shape unobscured 
(stippling usually restricted to tips and edges of crystal with only 

. occasional droplet on broad s~rfaces). . . · · . . 
. "Spatial assemblages" .of plates, with or without other· components 

.. "Snowflake" ·a.ggiomerate~; preceded where po.ssibfe by symbols: 
indicating major coniponenf Cijstal. types. Implies interstftial' 3.ir 
space is regarded as significant compared to total bulk' or snow
flake 
Aggregate . 

·Dendritic;' .subtype not 'speci'fied 
• Needles,·.(simple bundle, an(j x-shaped combinations) ... 

Powder snow: including minute' ceystal·s, columns, plates and •.•com· · 
binations of ·'coiumn's and plates;" con,taining only a 'fe'w crysiais· . 
(usually one column and two plates) · 
Partially melted snow crystals or snowflakes 

I 
'I 
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n 
Ma~s nux L (43) 

. i=l 

where 

n is the number ·of p~rticles 

dwi is the diameter of tl)e equiyalent water droplet 

t is the time of collection of the sample; and 

A is the area of collection of the sample. 

During time t a particle with diameter D and terminal velocity Yt will fall a distance vtt. 

A is 
The volume, Vi' from which all particl~s of diameter Di fall in timet, upon.collectimi area 

(44) 

which represents the effe.ctive. coliection voiwne for particles. of diameter D i" The atmospheric 
mass concentrati.op of all particles will then b~: · 

Mass cone (45) 

'. Ina similar fashion.the "ar~a n~x'•• and ''area concentr-ation" w.ere. calculated as ·rollows:·. 
' • ,. ' • • .' ~ • • J ·; 

.n 

Area n1,1x. 2: (46) 
.l : 

i=l 

. Area cone . (4.7) 

Mass accumulation rate 

The mass accumulation rate of the snow was calculated simply from the following equation 

·Mass nux = W 
At 

(48) 

wh~re W is the mass of melt water frpm a pan sample, A is the collecting;. area of the pan, and t is · 
the duration ot collection. The density of.the· n~wly falleri snow ·was also calc}llated: . 

' , l~ r • • ' ' ; •: • ~ •• ·,' • : •. : ' I ' 

Concurrent. attenuation due to fog 

Since snowfall at the research site in Lebanon, N.H., is nearly always accompanied by 
varying degrees of fog, it is necessary in a study of this type to consider tha~ the light attel)u~tion 
measurements include the attenuation due to fog droplets. It is extrein~ly difficult to measure fog · 
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Enlargement 

· .. ~ SNOW CRYSTALS 

a. b. 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of snow crystal illustrating cloud droplet attach
ment. (a) Peripheral attachment due to recent accumulation only. (b) Wide
spread attachment due to prolonged expos·ure to -Cloud droplets throughout the 

crystal growth process~ 

. concentration when other forms of precipitation are present, as during a snowfall. However, it is 
not unreasonable to expect that the . fog concentration ma_y be reflected in the degree of cfoud drop-

• let attachment to snowflakes, and that· judicious selection of type classification criteria may per
mit a determination of the probable attenuation of light under atmospheric conditions of a given 
type of snow in concurrent fog of commensurate concentration~ It is recognized, of"course, that 
droplet attachment occurs in clouds as well as fog and that the degree ot riming of snowflakes will 
not always reflect ground fog conditions. However, considering the low cloud level which frequently 
exists at the research site during snowstorms, it is likely that the snowflakes acquired their cloud 
droplets near an~/oi:' at the levels where the attenuation observations.-were made. The probability 
of this occurrence uiay be substantiated microscopically by noting the distribution of cloud droplet 
attachment and considering the mechanism of snowflake growth.* 

Figure 4 shows schematically the distribution of cloud droplet attachments resultmg·from (a) 
accumulation at levels very near or at the height at which the sample was taken, and (b) accumu
lation which has been continuous through several growth stages and therefore indicates continued 
accumulation over a greater fall path. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Computational methods 

The Digital Data Processor DDP-24 ·was used for all calculations previously described and 
in performing programs for .. least squares" regressiont; of attenuation coefficient for Visible light 
vs various parameters related to the atmospheric -concentration of snow. · 

The results are shown in Appendix A, Tables AI-A vn and Figures A1-A9. 

*M. Kumai, Perso~al communication. 
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Physically, .light attenu.ation is the dependent variable and the snow· parameters the independ
ent variables, and these were generally so considered in determining the regression equations~. 
However, because of the imprecision involved in determining values of snow concentration due to· 
the relatively small snow. sample sizes involved, regressions were also performed with the depend
ence reversed for the mor~ significant snow parameters vs attenuation coefficient (Table AVII)~ 

Rayleigh scattering is ignored compared to oth~r factors. Even disreg.arding the attenuating 
effect of water· vapor molecules in the atmosphere, the concurrence of fog of var>'ing density during 
a snowfall is highly probable in this area, contributing a significant and usually fluctuating atten~ 
uation superposed on that caused by the snow itself. 

Other air pollutants may a~so be present causing further extraneous attenuation. 

Correlations: Attenuation coefficient vs area concentration 

It_ is not surprising that the results definitely indicate better correlations, in most cases, 
when individual snow types were studied rather than when all snowfalls were considered together. 
The best correlations were obtained between attenuation coefficient and concentrations of type 
1 and 3 snowflakes having no cloud droplets attached (or. very few in the case of type 3). This 
may be attributed to the absence of fog droplets in the atmosphere resulting in less light attenua
tion from sources other than snow crystals. 

The results of this investigation will first be discussed in relation to the theory previously 
presented (eq 1, 2, 3). 

If the cross-sectional areas which have been calculated are indeed proportional to the effec
tive scattering area, the correlation between area concentration and attenuation should be linear 
with the slope of the line dependent on scattering area ratio. Since the dimension used as ''the 
diameter" in evaluating cross-sectional area was the maximum· dimension 'of the snowflake, it is 
apparent that th~ scattering area will be ove.restimated in the calculated results. This is demon
strated by the· fact that the scattering area ratjo shown by the slopes of the regression lines is 
less than l, whereas the theoretical values ~hould approach 2 for particles large ·in relation to the · 
wavelengths of light being considered.· The equation of the regression line (Fig .. A3, derived from 
Table A VII) for the summation of areas for dry dendritic snowflakes with no cloud droplets attached 
(type. 1) vs attenuation .coefficient is: 

a = .352(Area cone) + .00108 m-1. · (49) 

If an assumption is made that the measured maximum dimension of a snowflake of this type 
is approximately 1.68 times the diameter of a sphere of equal geometrical cross-sectional area, ~he 
slope of the line would then coincide with theory. The.non-zero intercept must be assumed due to 
attenuation from causes other than snow concentration, such as scattering due to wate~ vapor or 
other pollutants. The v,alua of 1.68 seems a very reasonable estimate of the ratio of maximum· 
dimension to mean geometric diameter. · · 

Although the regression equation for log area concentration of snowflake type i vs lqg. atten
uatiOI,l coefficient gives a higher correlation coeffiCient and hence may be ,useful from an empirical 
standpoint, its relation!;;hip to th~ theoreti.cal equati?n is less clear (Fig. A4). · 

The regression equation (Fig. A3, derived frorri Table AVII) for the area. concentration of 
snowflakes composed of powder snow and aggregates of plates and columns (type 3) vs attenuation 
coefficient is: · 

a .168 Area cone + .0057 m-1• (50) 
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The required ratio of maximum dimension of a snowflake to its mean geometric diameter which 
would approach-the theoretical-relationship would be 2.44. On_ first examination. this seems high. 
but when the tendency of this type of snow to agglomerate· in relatively long chains is considered. 
in addition to the fact that individual hexagonal plates probably present an edge rathet· than a plane 
surface when viewed along a horizontal line of sight. the ratio of 2.44 is entirely believabl~. 

The other snowflake types :show varying degrees of correlation of attenuation coefficient and 
snow concentration, ~s shown in Tables All and Alii. and in Figui·es A4-A9. In general. fhe re
Jationships of the logarithms of the parameters show quite high correlation. 

Snowflake types 2.1 (snowflakes with cloud droplets) and 4.2 (snowflakes with heavy cloud 
droplet accumulation) show notable lack of correlatiori· with attenuation coefficient. In the case of 
these types it is apparent that the degree of cloud droplet accumulation was not sufficient to mask 
the· underlying basic snowflake types, and further -sub-classification would. probably have been 
desirable. This is particularly evident from Figure A7 where the plotted points obviously indicate 
two s~parate groupings. · · 

Correlations: Attenuation' coefficient vs area flux_ 

Tables AI, AIV and AV show the regression results for attenuation coefficient. vs the ~1rea 
flux (summation of cross-sectional areas or snowflakes falling· per unit area of collecting surface, 

·per second),. Correlations are similar to, though generally somewhat lower than, those of attenua
tion coefficient vs area concentrations. The instances of correla.tio~s higher than those for area 
concentrations m~y indicate that the exponent selected fm use in eq 38 was not the most suitable 
for the_ particular snow type. 

Correlations: Attenuation coefficient vs mass concentration and mass· flux 

Figure A2 shows the attenuation coefficient vs calculated values of mass concentrati.on for 
all snowflake types. ·The scatter of points is such that the regression equations ~re not highly 
meaningful. It appears. however. that the results .are not greatly different fro~ those of Mellor 
(1966) although the slope is probably slightly highel' in this study. 

. . . . 

Although not shown, the col'relations between attenuation coefficient and mass concentration 
of individual snowflake types roughly paralleled. but were generaily not ·as high as. those of atten
uatfon coefficient vs area concentration fm· the same types. 

·Although not shown in the tables. calculations of mass concentration exhibited only slightly 
higher correlations wit~ attenuation coefficient than did mass flux, but the difference was some-
what greater than between area concEnitration and· area flux. · ' 

Comparison of sampling methods for mass flux 

The relationship between attenuation coefficient and mass flux was studied by two methods: 
the Formvar replica method and pan sampling. The regression equations and cor·relation coeffi. 
cients are shown below (mass flux in g m-2 sec~- 1 a in m- 1): 

Pan samples: log a = .6 q3 log mass nux -2.12. Con. coeL .80 (51) 

Replicas:* log a . 6 99 log mass flux -2.16. Corr. coeL .59 . (52) 

*From log mass flux on log attenuation coefficient (Table AVII). · e , e 
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The relationship between attenuation and mass flux is important not 'so· much because; or its 
relationship to the theory of at.tem1ation as because some of the ptevious work in this field has 
been done in terms of mass flux (Atlas, 1953: Poliakov and Tr'et.i<ikov, 1960 aqd Duntley, H148). 
Some of the results of the regression analyses of mass nux are shown in Tables AI and /\VII 
The conelat16n for all s-nowfalls combined is low: t.l1e individual type conelations are g~ner~tlly 
bet.tel'. The regression line for Type 1 mass -flux vs att.enhation agrees quite well with 
Lillesaeter·s results (Lillesaeter, 1965). ·The rate of increase of attenuation with mass flux is 
approximately 10% greater in this study. probably because .of the extreme dryness~· of s.amples 
selected. 

The pan sampling method has the advantage of a very accmat.e.cletennination of mass flux 
but depends upon a relatively non-fluctuating atter~uation over t.he period of sampling. The replica 
method. on the other hand._ allows yery short-t.erm sample collecti01i with .reasonably as sm·ecl eon· 
stant attenuation over the sampling period. hut the sample size is limi't.ed .to t.he point where the 
statistical significance of the individual sarhple is' diminished .. 

Attenuation of visible light by snow compared to rain 

Atlas ( 1953) gives the following equations for attenuation. of light as a function of rainfall 
intensity: 

From work of Marshall and Palmer (reported by Atlas. 1953): 

(53) 

I 
From data provided by Mount Washingto~ Observatory: 

(54) 

where R is the rainfall intensity in mm· H 20 per hour. ~hen the units of 'intensity are converted to 
gm-·2sec · 1 as used for mass flux in this report. eq 53 becomes: · · 

' ' 0 67 -1 
a = 0. 730 (Mass nux) · km (55) 

eq 54 becomes: . 

a = 0.485'(Mass nux)0 ·68 km- 1
. (56) 

Rearranging eq 51 and 52 and converting attenuation units to km- 1 results in: 

a 7.58 (Mass nux)0 69km-· 1 . (57). 

and 

a --= 6.92(Mass nux)0 · 70km-- 1• respectively. (58) 

From the similarity of eq 55 through 58. it would appear that for a given intensity (mass nux) snow 
causes approximately 10 to 15 times as great attenuation of light as rainfalL This agrees with the 
results of Poliakov and Tretjakov ( 1960), who found that ·'visibility" was approximately 15 times 
greater in rain than in snow of the same intensity. It might be noted: however. that f0r dry fluffy"· 
snowflakes (Type l), th~ attenuation caused by a given mass nux might ,well be 20 to 25 times 
greater than would.be caused by the same mass flux of rain. 

( 
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APPF.NDIX A 

Table Al. Regression results, all snow types combined; X= snow parameter, 
y = attenuation coefficient parameter, N = 3 07. 

· Corr. Regression 
Parameters Mean Mean Std. dev. Std. dev. coef. coef. 

X y· X y r 

Atten coet vs area cone .ouz • 0030 • 0170 . OOZ7 :so• . 080 
Loge atten coef vs loge a-rea cone -4.86 -6. IZ I. IS • 812. .78* • 552. 
Atten coef vs area flux · • 0106 • 0030 • 012.6 • 002.7 • 57* . lZl 
Loge atten coef vs loge area flux ·5. 19 ~6. IZ I. zo •. 81Z .78* • 52.7 
Atten coef vs mass cone • 80Z • 0030 I. 71 • 002.7 • 40* • 0006 
Loge atten coef vs loge mass cone -I. 57 -6. IZ I. 78 • 812. • 6Z* • 2.83 
Atten coef vs mass flux I. 10 • 0030 2..86 . 002.7 .34* . ooa3 
Log*' atten coef vs loge, mass flux -1.64 -6. lZ I. 98 . • 812. • 59* • 2.4·0 

* Level of sign-ificance = • 001 or better 

Table Ail. Regression results: attenuation coefficient vs. area concentration;· 
X = area cone,· Y = atten. coef. 

Snow Corr. Regression 

type Mean Mean Std. dev. Std. dev. coef. coef. 

N X y X y "r 

I 13 • 0182. • 0075 • 0176 • 0054 • 86* • 2.6 

Z. I 16 • 005Z • 0019 • 0044 • 0010 • 3Z** • 07 

z.z 7Z • 0057 • 0019 • 0038 • 0007 • 55* • 10 

3 8 • 011~ • 002.4 • 0073 . • OOIZ • 91• • 16 

4. I II • 0144 • 0038 • 0159 • 0048 • 8Zt • 2.5 

4.Z 57 • 0195 . 0040 • 0194 • 0032. .Zl** • 03 

4.3 9 • 00)8 • 002.1 • 0014 • 0010 • 83t .58 

5 82. • 02.37 . 003Z • 02.17 • oozz • 60* • 06 

6 14 • 0056 . 002.0 • 0045' . 0017 • 73* .Z8 

7 2.5 • 0089 • 002.5 .0050 • 0013 .77* • 2.1 

* Level of significance = • 001 or better 

r Level of significance "' • 005 or better 

** Level of significance = less than • 005 

Table Alll. Regression results: loge attenuation- coefficient vs loge area cone; 
X= loge _area cone, Y =loge attn. coef. 

Snow· 
Corr. Regression 

lype Mean Mean Std. dev. Std. dev. coef. coef. 

N X y X Y-

1 13 -4.68 -5.2.9 1. 2 9 0.99 • 96* • 74 

2..1 16 -5. 61 -6.42. .85 • 55 .44** .2.8 

2..2 7l. -5.38 -6.36 . 6'! . 51 • 73* • 55 

3 8 -4.78 -6. 15 .83 • 54 . 96* • 63 

4. I II -5. 01 -6.37 1. 31 1. 25 • 93* • 89 

4.2. 57 -4.34 -5.77 . 91 • 69 • 45* .34 

4.3 9 -5. 66 -6.27 .43 • sz • 84t l. oz 

5 Bl -4.39 -6. 10 1. 38 • 95 . 89* . 61 

6 14 -5. 53 -6.53 • 83 . 78 • 8Z* • 76 

7 2.5 -5. oz. -6. 16 .99 . 66 . 93* • 62. 

'" Level of sig ificance = • 001 or better 
Level of significance between • go&.-nd . 005 

:',c::',c L'e ve I of significance = less than • 0U5 

Table Al.V. Regression results: Attenuation coefficient vs. area flux; 
X = area flux, Y = atten. coer: 

Snow Corr. Regression 
type Mean Mean Std. dev. Std. dev. coef. coef. 

N X y X y 

1 13 • 0133 • 0075 . 0132. . 0054 • 85* .34 
z. 1 16 · •. 0038 • 001 <t • 0037 . 0010 .30** • 08 
2..2 72 • 0043 • 0019 • 0035 .0007 • 51* • 10 
3 8 • 0076 • 002.4 • 0053 • 0012 • 94* • Zl 
4.1 II • OIZO • 0038 • 0147 • 0048 • 87* • 2.8 
4.2 57 • 0151 • 0040 • 0134 • 0032 • 35** • 08 
4.3 9 .0044 • 002.1 . 0021 _0010 • 84t • 40 
5 82 • 0176 • 0032 • 0162. • 0022. • 67* • 09 
6 14 • 0053 • 0020 . 0042 . 0017 • 61 ** .Z5 
7 25 • 0044 • 0025 • 0026 • 0013 . 84* • 43 

"' 
Level of 5 gnificance = • 001 or better 

t -Level of 5 gnificance between . 001 anti • 005 
** Level of 5 gnificance = less than . 005 
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Regression Std. 
const. error 

• 0019 • O.OZ3 
-3.44 .508 

. 0017 • oozz 
-3.39 . 511 

. 002.5 • OOZ5 
-5.68 • 640 

. 002.6 • 002.5 
. -5.73 • 660 

Regression Std. 
const. error 

• 002.7 • OOZ9 
• 0015 • 0010 
• 0014 • 0006 
• 0007 • 0003 
.0003 • 0030 
• 0034 • 0032. 
• 0000 5 ; 0006 
• 0017 • 0018 
• 0004 • 0013 
• 0007 • 0009 

Regression Std. 
const. error 

-1.83 .Z9 
-4.85 . 52 
-3. 4'1 . 35 
-3. 16 . 17 
-1.91 . 51 
-4.2.9 • 62 
-0.51 .33 
-3.44 . 44 
-2..32. .48 
-3.03 .2.4 

Regression Std. 
const. error 

• 0029 .. 0030 
• 0016 • 0010 
• 0015 . 0006 
• 0008 • 0005 
• 0005 : 0026 
• 002.8 • 0031 
• 0004 .-0006 
• 0016 • 0017 
• 0007 . 0015 
.0006 . 0008 
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Table AV. Regression results: Loge attenuation coefficient vs loge area flux; 
X =loge area flux,_ Y = loge atten. coef. · 

Snow Corr. Regression. Regression 
type Mean Mean· Std. dev. Std. dev. coef. coef. con st. 

N X y X y Jr) 

I 13 -s. 03 -5.2.9 1. 33 0~~9 0.95* 0; 71 . -1. 73 
Z..l 16 -5.97 -6. 42. • 91 .55 • 4Z.t .2.6 -4.90 
l.Z. n ~5. 76 -6.36 • 80 . 51 .. 73* • 47 -3.68 
3 8 -5. I 7 -6. 15 .. .82. .54 .95* • 6Z · -z.. 92. . 
4. I 11 -5.45 -6. 37 1. 55 1. 2.5 .94* • 76 -Z.ll 
4.2. 57 -4.59 -5.77 • 95 • 69 • 53* .39 -3.99 
4.3 9 -5.55 -6. Z.7 • 54 • 52 • 86t • 83 -1. 66 

5 82. -4. 70 ~ 6. 10 l. 39 • 95 • 88* • 60 -J: 30 
6 14 -5.53 -6. 53 • 78 .78' . 68t . 68 -l. 76 
7 2.5 -5. n -6. 16 .96 • 66 .91* • 62. -2..60 

* Level of significance • 001 or better 
Level of significance less tha·n .. 005 

Tab1t' AVI. Regression results: Loge attenuation coefficient vs. loge mass concentration; 
X ~ loge mass cone, y = loge atten·. · coef. 

Snow Corr. Regression Regression 

type Mean Mean . Std. dev. Std. dev. coef. coeL con st. 

N . X y X y (r) 
·7---

I 13 -I. z. 6 -5.2.9 l. 2. 5 0.99 .96* 0. 76 -4.·34 

2..1 16 -2..54 -6. 42. • 93 .55 . 38t .?..3. -5.85 

Z..l. n -l. 37 -6. 36 .90 . 51 .74* .42 -5. 36 

3 8 -4.69 -6. 15 l. 06 . 54 . 71** .36 -~.47 

4. 1 II -I. 70 -6.37 z.. 33 1.2.5 • 95*. •. 51 -5. 50. 

4.2. 57 -0.2.8 -5.77 I. 2.4 . 69 .55* • 3 0 -5.68 

4. 3 9 -0.52.6 -6.2.7 .79 . 52. . 8 7t . 58 -5. 97 

5 82. . -I. 71 -6. I 0 z..z.o .95 . 67* . 2.9 -5. 61 

6 14 -0. 3 6 -6. 53 1. I 7 :78 -. 06t -4.08 -6. 55 

7 2.5 - 1. 31 -6. 16 I. 06 . 66 . 76• • 47 "5. 54 

* Level of significance = • 001 or better 

t Level of significance = • 005 or better 
** Level of significance = less than . 005 

Table AVII. Regression results: dependence reversed; X = ·atten. coef. parameter, 
Y =·snow parameter, N = 307. 

Parameters 

A. All types combined 

Area cone vs atten coef 
Loge area cone vs loge atten coef 
Area flux vs atten coef 
Loge area flux vs loge atten coef 
Mass cone vs atten coef 
Loge mass cone vs loge atten coei 
Mass flux vs atten coef 
Loge mass flux vs loge attencoef 

B. Type 1 only 

Mean 
X 

1 ,0030 
-6. IZ. 

• 0030 
-6. IZ. 

• 0030 
-6. IZ. 

.A 0030 
-6. IZ. 

Area cone· vs· atten cocf . • 0075 
loge area cone vs attcn c_oef -5.Z.9 
Mass flux vs att.:n cocf • 0075 
loge mass flux vs log~ attcn cocf -5. 2.9 

C. Type 3 only 

Arl·a cone vs ·attl·n coef • OOZ.4 

* Level of significance .:001 or better 

Mean Std. dev. 
y X 

. 0138 
-4. 93 

• 0106 
-5. 19 

• 770 
-I. 68 

I. 08 
-1. 69 

• 0182 
-4.68 

.396 
-I. 60 

. OIIZ 

• 002.7 
• 812. 
• 002.7 
.812. 
• 002.7 
• 812. 
• 002.7 
• 812. 

• 0054 
• 99 
• 0054 
. 99 

• 0012. 

Std. dev. 
y 

. 0171 
I. 18 

. 012.6 
I. 2.0 
I. 71 
l. 78 
2..86 
1. 97 

.0176 
1.2.9 

• 396 
I. 2.8 

• 0073 

Corr. 
coef. 
(r) 

. 50* 
• 76* 
• 57* 
. 78* 
.40* 
• 62.* 
. 33* 
. 59* 

• 86~· 
• 96* 
• 85* 
• 95* 

. q 7* 

Regression Regression 
coef. cons t. 

3. 15 
1. I I 
2..66 
I. 1 5 

l.5l 
. 1. 36 
360 

l. ·B 

2.84 
1. is 

62._. 5 
I.Z.4 

6. oz 

• 0044 
I. 87 

. 002.6 
I. 86 

• 0095 
6. 64 
-.0047 
7 .• 09 

·.0031 
I. 94 
-.070 
4. 94 

-.0035 

Std. 
error· 

0. 33. 
·.53 
. 35 
. 19 
.46 
. 59 
.30 
.46 
. 61 
. 2.8 

Std. 
error 

0.30 
• 54 
. 35 
.44 

. .44 
. 58 
. Z9 
• 71 
• 84 
. 45 

Std. 
error 

. 0149 

. 77 

.-0104 

. 76 
I. 58 
I. 40 
2.. 70 
l. 60 

. 0097 
• 38 
• 2.3 
.43 

. ooz.z. 
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Figure Al. Attenuation coefficient(a) vs area concentration ( AREACONC). 
All snowflake data combined, regardless of type • 
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Figure A2. Attenuation coefficient (a) vs mass concentration (MASSCONC). 
All snowflake data combined regardless of type. 
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Figure A3. Attenuation coefficient (a) vs area con
centration for types 1 and 3 snowflakes. Lines 

shown are from the regression equation of 
AREACONC = f(a). 
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Figure A4. , AUenuation coefficient (d) vs area concentration for 
types 1 and 2.1 snowflakes. -Line shown is from the regression 

equation of loge AREACONC = f(loge a). 
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Figure AS. Attenuation coefficient (a) vs area concen
tration for spatial assemblages of dendritic snowflakes 
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Figure A6. Attenuation coefficient (a) vs area 
concentration for aggregates of needles with or 
without other minor components (type 4.1 snow
flakes) and for powder snow and aggre,gates of 
plates and columns (type 3 snowflakes). The. 

· line shown is from the regression equation of 

loge AREACONC = f(loge a). 
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Figure A7. 'Attenuation coefficient (a) vs area con
centration for snowflakes heavily stippled with cloud 
droplets, without regard for underlying crystal form 
(type 4.2 snowflakes). The solid line shown is from 
the regression equation of log AREACONC = e 

/(loge a). 

AREA CONCENTRATION, m-1 

Figure AB. Attenuation coefficient (a) vs area concentration for 32F 
11 fused" (type 4.3) snowflakes and for partially graupelized (type 5) 
snowflakes. The lines shown are from the regression equation of 

loge AREACONC = f(loge a). 
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Figure A9. ·Attenuation coefficient (a) vs area concentration for wet 
(partially melted) (type 6) snowflakes and for graupelized (type 7) 

·snowflakes. The lines shown are from the regression equation of 

loge AREACONC = f(loge a). 
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